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Securitas Electronic Security, Inc.
As a leading systems integrator and alarm monitoring company,
Securitas Electronic Security (SES) delivers the SES Difference, serving
countless long-term clients with solutions and services that protect their
people, customers, assets and brand.

The SES Difference
• Strategic and executive partnership
• Unmatched coast-to-coast field organization
• Award-winning security monitoring and integration expertise
• Sole focus on business security with vertical market specialization
• Engineering Centers of Excellence unmatched in security application,
engineering, prefabrication, design and delivery
• Expertise in installation and service across all complexities and scales
• Pure play integrator leveraging leading security technologies
• Centralized programmatic approach to meet the unique needs
of all types of multi-site business customers
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SECURITAS ELECTRONIC SECURITY,
SECURITASINC.
AB

Securitas AB
Securitas offers security solutions based on client-specific needs through
different combinations of on-site, mobile and remote guarding, electronic
security, fire & life safety and corporate risk management. Founded in
1934, Securitas has brought together innovation, expertise and quality
service to become a global leader in protective services.

The Leader in Protective Services
• $11 billion+ USD in revenue
• Presence in 58 markets
• 375,000+ associates worldwide

• 1,700 branch offices worldwide
• Nasdaq Stockholm (OMX: SECUB)
• Based in Stockholm, Sweden

Securitas’ transformation in security highlights a greater emphasis on fullspectrum security solutions to become an Intelligent Protective Services leader,
contributing even more to clients’ and society’s security needs.
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MARKET EXPERTISE

Vertical Market
Expertise
SES’ technological competency
coupled with our security
monitoring and integration
expertise allows us to excel at
securing clients in a broad set
of vertical markets:

Automotive
Banking & Financial
Commercial
Education
Energy
Healthcare
High Security
Industrial
Infrastructure
Logistics
Manufacturing
Petroleum & Chemical
Property Management
Retail
Restaurant
Services
Technology
Transportation
Utilities
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The Customer Experience
We believe successful partnerships result from a positive client experience
aligned to all relationship and delivery touch points.
• SES touches thousands of clients
daily across all calls, installations,
invoices, service calls, alarm
dispatches, appointments, etc.
• We measure ourselves against the
highest standards in an effort to earn
and keep your business.

Client Touch Points
• Account Management
• Installation
• Service Repair
• Monitoring
• Billing

• This foundation delivers trust and 		
peace of mind in the five client 		
touch points common to the electronic
security industry

Award-Winning Security Partner
SES is the only company to be awarded TMA Monitoring Center of the
Year three times, and both SSI’s Installer of the Year and SDM’s Systems
Integrator of the Year in the same year! These are the security industry’s
most coveted honors and distinctions.
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COAST-TO-COAST SERVICE EXCELLENCE

Centralized Programmatic Approach Plus
North American Branch Infrastructure
SES is the leading company leveraging centralized processes to ensure a
consistent experience from one to many locations.
Engineering Prefabrication

Project Management

• System Engineering
• AutoCAD Design
• Prefabrication

• Planning & Resource Allocation
• Project Administration
• Installation Delivery

Technical Systems Support

Ongoing Support Services

• System Programming
• System Commissioning
• Training & Service Transition

• Field Service & Customer Support
• Technical Support
• Monitoring Services

Coast-To-Coast
Service & Support
North America Technical
Support & Branch
Infrastructure
Corporate Headquarters
• Uniontown, OH
Alarm Monitoring Centers
• Uniontown, OH
• Charlotte, NC
• Honolulu, HI
• Monterrey, MX
Engineering Centers of Excellence
• Uniontown, OH
• Fairlawn, NJ
• Elmsford, NY
+35 local and regional offices
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Delivering Service Excellence
Our extensive network on highly trained personnel enables SES to deliver
the fast response you need. Our dedicated professionals are on the job
around the clock, every day of the year, ready to respond to customer
needs.

Key Service Enablers

Key Service Metrics

• 24-Hour Customer Response Center
• Service request portal (SecureStat®)
• Centralized call management platform
• Workforce skill set & capacity planning
• Advanced routing technology
• ADI distribution logistics network

• Response time
• First time fix (FTF)
• Call Aging
• Repeat calls
• Average Speed of Answer (ASA)
• Longest Call Wait Time (LCW)
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COMMITMENT TO TRAINING & CERTIFICATION

Committed to Training & Certification
Trained, certified and empowered SES associates are the foundation to
delivering service excellence and essential to customer satisfaction.

Training

Certification

• Performance assessments and
certification tracking to ensure
comprehension and skill mastery

• Microsoft®
• Cisco®
• Qognify
• Lenel®
• Software House®
• Pro-Watch®
• AMAG
• Avigilon™
• NICE

• Annual training goals per SES
associate
• State-of-art learning center,
SES University
• Dedicated training specialists
• Leadership Development Program
• Technician Certification Program
• Associate Advisory Councils
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• Genetec
• SCHLAGE
• SIA (Security 		
Industry Assoc.)

• ASSA ABLOY
• PELCO
• OnSSI
• UTC Fire & 		
Security
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SES Technician Certification Program
SES’ commitment to associate development and our key business
initiative of “Investing In Our People” fueled the establishment of the SES
Technician Certification Program.
This robust exclusive program creates two certification levels for SES field
technicians: SES Certified Technician and SES Master Certified Technician.
The goal of the SES Technician Program is to advance our field organization’s
technical expertise and reward technicians as they master advanced skills and
grow with industry experience.
• Ensures our field teams have the key competencies needed installing
and servicing SES’ primary strategic solutions and product lines
• Increases technical knowledge and field expertise
• Requires meeting customer-specific certifications
• Advances SES technicians professional growth
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SES ENGINEERING CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

SES Engineering Center of Excellence
From retail locations to global enterprises, projects are designed,
engineered and commissioned to the highest of industry standards
and your unique needs.

CAD and Programming Resources
• Engineering and prefabrication center
• Complete system and project documentation
• Requirements and compliance reviews
• Programming and testing prior to installation
• Ongoing service and preventative maintenance
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Prefabrication
& Engineering
At the SES Engineering Center
of Excellence, each deployment
is engineered to the precise
standards and requirements
of our customers. Uniformity
and consistency are the guiding
principles of our design and
engineering.

System Prefabrication
• Pre-testing, configurations and
programming in a controlled 		
environment
• Synchronized engineered drawings
and field installations
• Highest quality assurance and 		
control standards applied
• Streamlined plug and play field 		
installation

Centralized Staging
• Provides efficient production
and installations
• Eliminates out of box failures
• Reduces inconsistency in 		
deployment
• Streamlines asset documentation,
service and support
• Lowers total cost of ownership
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TMA MONITORING CENTER OF THE YEAR 2020

Securitas Electronic Security, Inc.
Awarded TMA Monitoring Center of the Year
“For Securitas Electronic Security (SES), the 2020 Monitoring Center of the Year
Award is a special reminder to staff, particularly to operators in the company’s four
monitoring locations across the U.S. and Mexico, that the work they do on a daily
basis has value to so many people and organizations.” ~Maggie Shein, SDM Magazine

M

onitoring expertise has
been at the heart of the
Securitas Electronic
Security (SES) business for
decades, dating back to the inception
of SES’ first alarm monitoring center in
1985. Providing advanced monitoring
solutions, coupled with best-in-class
security integration and services,
continues to fuel the successful
delivery of a holistic security solution
for SES clients. SES is honored
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to be the first alarm monitoring company
to be the recipient of The Monitoring
Association (TMA) Monitoring Center of
the Year award three times. Receiving
this distinguished honor more times
than any company in the security
industry has before us is truly a
testament to what the SES Alarm
Monitoring network is proud to provide
clients; advanced and interactive
monitoring solutions supported by a
best-in-class client experience.

SES Alarm Monitoring Network
The SES Alarm Monitoring network
delivers responsive, reliable
monitoring solutions and services.
Boasting UL, ULC, UL2050, TMA Five
Diamond certifications and AICPA
SOC2 compliance, SES’ monitoring
operations meet all industry standards
and requirements to maximize clients’
security investments. SES offers a
suite of monitoring solutions including;
intrusion, fire alarm, sprinkler, duress,
elevator and critical condition alarm
monitoring; PIN management;
custom exception reporting; arm and
disarm logging; ATM skimming alert
monitoring; interactive monitoring
services and much more.
Interactive Monitoring Solutions
SES’ interactive monitoring
solutions leverages advanced
technology to enable direct, twoway communication with a clients’
security system. Clients can realize
the cost savings and efficiencies
through leveraging existing video and
alarm system investments. Interactive
monitoring services include video
intrusion + audio, emergency phone
monitoring, supervised openings
and closings, gate/remote vendor
entry, video guard tours, site audits
and more. These priority response
services maximize clients’ security
investments, reduce false dispatches,
improve guard service productivity,
result in higher apprehension rates,
and ultimately elevate the safety and
security of clients’ personnel and
customers.
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Five Diamond Training
To fuel the delivery of these key
services, all SES monitoring specialists
complete the industry-best TMA
Five Diamond monitoring training
program to enhance their knowledge,
skills and ability to successfully
serve clients in the moment when an
alarm emergency arises. Maintaining
these key certifications and industry
standards between operations, staff
and technology are a key component
to SES’ award-winning monitoring.
As SDM magazine stated; “With
its focus on ongoing training and
employee development, along with
providing interactive services to its
customers to achieve additional
value from their monitoring services,
SES is dedicated to its employees,
its customers, and the industry as a
whole.” SES strives to represent the
gold standard throughout all electronic
security operations to deliver intelligent
security for a safer world.
Read the full SDM article at:
securitases.com/discover-ses/awards
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MONITORING & INTEGRATION EXPERTISE

Monitoring & Integration Expertise
As both a leading security integrator and award-winning security
monitoring provider, SES offers a true single-source security partnership.
SES provides comprehensive monitoring solutions for clients in an array of
industries with a multitude of needs.

Systems Integration
• Enterprise system integration
• Centralized programmatic delivery
• IT & advanced support services
• Engineering Center of Excellence
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Monitoring Services
• Multi-location standardized solutions
• Monitoring & managed services
• Comprehensive program support
• Video monitoring services

SECURITAS ELECTRONIC SECURITY, INC.

World-Class Alarm Monitoring
SES world-class monitoring centers provide secure, compliant and
responsive protection of your buildings, people and assets.
• 70,000+ client locations with over two million signals received monthly
• Four monitoring centers in North America (Ohio, North Carolina, Hawaii and Mexico)
• Triple redundancy servers provide disaster recovery and continuous operations
• One of the fastest average response times in the industry
• UL, ULC and UL2050 Certifications
• The Monitoring Association (TMA) Five Diamond Certified
• TMA Five Diamond Level I and Level II certified personnel
Our industry-recognized, coast-to-coast monitoring
services coupled with our highly skilled systems integration
capabilities provides customers with the ease, operational
efficiencies, cost savings and peace of mind that come with
trusting SES to fulfill complex security needs.
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STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

Leading Technology Partners
SES partners with the world’s leading security technology manufacturers to
provide the most advanced and comprehensive solutions available today.

Integrated Solutions

Fire Solutions

Building Solutions

Intrusion Solutions

Video Solutions

Access Solutions

VIDEO SYSTEMS
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AICPA SOC® Certification
Securitas Electronic Security, Inc. has successfully achieved its Service
Organization Control (SOC) 2 Type 1 audit, confirming SES has achieved
the service commitments and service requirements for the trust services
criteria relevant to security, availability, processing integrity, and
confidentiality for SES Monitoring, Service Platforms and Operations.
SOC was developed by the American Institute of CPA’s (AICPA) to help
companies get a handle on the complex, diverse security issues present in
the world, while providing a framework for service providers to measure
against. The reports measure how well service and solution providers protect
the confidential information of their customers. SOC2 is based on five “trust
services principles” that reflect different criteria for managing customer data:
security, privacy, availability, processing integrity and confidentiality.

With SOC 2® certification, SES now provides its clients with the security of
knowing that SES has successfully completed a detailed and thorough audit
that recognizes the adherence to a strict set of principles for security, process
integrity, availability and confidentiality of the SES monitoring, operations and
service platforms. Excellence in all facets of electronic security client operations
including account management, installation, service, monitoring and billing are
core to SES.
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SECURESTAT®

SecureStat®

View, Measure & Control Your Security World
SecureStat’s personalized, web-based dashboard gives you the security
control, tools and information that can improve your security operations,
ensure business compliance and reduce business risk.

View
• Observe real-time activity at every one of your locations
• See site specific details including maps, operational documentation and activity
• Assess what’s happening across your entire security program
Measure
• SecureStat dynamic reporting gives you 50+ pre-defined report templates
• Dynamic reports are completely customizable to your unique needs
• Alarm activity, open/close, exception, service and installation reports come to
life with our revolutionary SecureStat reporting engine.
Control
• Arm or disarm security systems and lock or unlock doors
• View live or recorded video, administer PIN management, call list and updates
• Make changes to your system immediately from SecureStat® on any device
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Service Messenger
A SecureStat® Enhancement

Service Messenger, a SecureStat® enhancement, provides customers
real-time service updates from the initial request to completion. Alerts
received can be customized by individual, geography, service call and alert
type.

Call Created

Tech On the Way

Tech On Site

Call Completed

Alerts contain key information including service request number, problem
description, service technician name, photo and technical skills and problem
resolution details.

Real-time,
Service
Example 1 Custom Example
2 Alerts
Vice President

Regional Director

Example 3

Local Manager

Type

Priority
All

Priority
All

Priority
All

Type

Call Created
Tech On the Way
Tech On Site
Call Completed

Call Created
Tech On the Way
Tech On Site
Call Completed

Call Created
Tech On the Way
Tech On Site
Call Completed

Sites

All
Regional
Local
Custom

All
Regional
Local
Custom

All
Regional
Local
Custom

*Service Messenger is free to SecureStat users
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SECURE ALL-CLEAR
SECURESTAT
ALL-CLEAR®

SecureStat All-Clear®

Revolutionized Open Close Solution

One of the highest risk times for businesses is during the act of opening
and closing, which is now safer, simpler and more cost effective with SES’
integrated solutions, SecureStat All-Clear® .

• Cloud-based, BYOD app
• Compliance* & Reporting
• Augment Internal Controls
• Automatic Documentation

• Employee Safety
• Reduced Labor Cost
• SES Monitoring
• SOS Duress Dispatch

The cloud-based app delivers a compliant, cost-reducing, and safe procedure
for opening and closing a bank branch, a jewelry store or any high value facility.
Secure All-Clear allows employees opening a facility to trigger an “All Safe”
notification to the 24/7, UL-Certified SES Alarm Monitoring Center, signaling the
facility is free of threat and safe to open, all through a simple mobile app.
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Secure Your Most At-Risk Operations
Concise Situational Awareness When You Need It

The customized solution empowers SES Alarm Dispatchers with the
critical information needed to respond to threatening events while
providing the employee peace of mind knowing that should they need it,
help is just a touch of a button away.
How It Works
1. An employee initiates a businesses daily opening and closing process
2. Employee launches SecureStat All-Clear app & GPS detects specific location
3. Employee selects ‘Branch Opening’, activating SOS dispatch countdown
4. Employee conducts a property check to identify any near threat
If no threat is identified
1. Employee confirms ‘no threat’ by ending the SOS duress dispatch countdown
2. The procedure is automatically documented
3. The business is safely opened or closed
If threat is identified
1. Employee hits the panic button or the SOS dispatch countdown expires
2. The 24/7 SES alarm monitoring center receives duress signal
3. SES alarm dispatchers contact local authorities
4. The business is safely opened or closed once threat is eliminated

*Bank Protection Act of 1968
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Emergency Planning & Training
Securitas provides compliant, comprehensive emergency planning and
training services for commercial businesses and high-rise residential
properties to mitigate the risks of emergencies.

Emergency Planning

Virtual Training

• Emergency Action Plans (EAP)
• Fire Protection Plans (FPP)
• Fire Safety Plans (FSP)

• Fire safety training & drills
• Fire safety certification
• Ongoing education & training

Building Compliance

Online Services

• Building Information Cards (BIC)
• Floor plans & riser diagrams
• Compliance/violation assistance

• Training on-demand
• Online resources
• Documents & FAQ

Every business has unique risks and requirements based on local regulations,
geography, operations, facility type, occupancy level and more. We look at every
aspect of a businesses risk profile to develop custom, site-specific resources
that support all aspects of commercial and residential emergency preparedness.
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Body Temperature Monitoring &
Workplace Safety Solutions
Creating safe workplaces and businesses in today’s new normal has
enhanced the need for intelligent security solutions such as body
temperature monitoring and touch-less biometric access.
A holistic return to work and safe business re-open strategy requires the
consideration of several key security measures and business operations.

Technology Evaluation Lab
At the SES Technology Evaluation Lab, security technology is fully
researched and evaluated to create confidence in our clients’ security
decisions. The SES Product Evaluation Committee evaluated 55+ body
temperature monitoring solutions based on these key considerations:

Body Temperature Monitoring Evaluations
• Solution longevity
• Supply chain & lead time
• Solution integration capabilities
• Government & local regulations

• Cyber security & technology risks
• Maturity of technology
• Accuracy & reliability
• Legal considerations
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SECURITAS PROTECTIVE SERVICES

The Leader In
Protective Services
Securitas offers security solutions
based on customer-specific needs
through different combinations of
on-site, mobile and remote
guarding, electronic security, fire
and safety and corporate risk
management.

On-Site Guarding
Mobile Guarding
Remote Guarding
Electronic Security
Fire & Safety
Corporate Risk Management
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On-Site Guarding
Whether you need one guard at a reception desk, or a team
of security officers to monitor your network of warehouses,
Securitas can provide the security you need with the ease and
efficiency you desire.
An Operational Analysis is performed to determine
appropriate services:
• Reception/concierge duties
• Emergency response & life safety
• Security guard patrols

• Loss prevention
• Special events
• Site-specific security

Mobile Guarding
Using clearly marked Securitas vehicles, our mobile security
guards patrol multiple customer sites within a limited
geographic area. They can quickly respond to alarms, escort
employees and open and close business premises.
Mobile Guarding Services include:
• Mobile Patrol inspections
• Alarm Response

• Employee Security Escorts
• ATM Skimming Inspections

Remote Guarding
When you have Remote Video Guarding managed by
Securitas USA, incidents are acted upon in real-time and
trouble can be deterred before it happens.
Remote Guarding Services include:
• Remote Escort
• Remote Entry Exit Management

• Remote Patrols
• Remote Perimeter Protection
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Fire & Safety
Through Securitas Critical Infrastructure Services (SCIS), we
bring you experience in assessing your facility and possible
scenarios to find cost-effective ways to enhance the overall fire
service program.

Incident Response

Fire Prevention

• Fire Suppression
• Emergency Response
• Arson Investigation
• Education & Training

• Emergency Response Assessment
• State & DoD Inspectors
• Prevention Plan Development
• Response Plan Development

Corporate Risk Management
Pinkerton is a leading provider of risk management services
and solutions for organizations around the globe delivering
a comprehensive array of customizable and scalable risk
solutions.
• Corporate Investigative
• Crisis Management
• Risk-Based Selling
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• Security Risk Management
• Protective Intelligence
• Threat Response Services
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Global Electronic Security Business Center
Securitas offers electronic security solutions across the globe. To best
align these offerings for our clients with a global footprint, the Securitas
Global Electronic Security Business Center was formally launched in 2019.
The Global ES Business Center brings specialization and standardization to
Securitas’ electronic security solutions spanning 30+ countries.

Securitas Core
Values + Purpose
As a purpose-led company, Securitas
employees are united across the
country and around the globe. Our
purpose and core values of Integrity,
Vigilance and Helpfulness serve as
a reminder of why our work is so
important.

Learn more at securitases.com
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